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Abstract

Having sufficient resources for a language X001
lifts it from the under-resourced languages002
class, but does not necessarily lift it from003
the under-researched class. In this paper, we004
address the problem of the absence of orga-005
nized benchmarks in the Turkish language. We006
demonstrate that languages such as Turkish are007
left behind the State-of-the-Art in NLP applica-008
tions. As a solution, we present MUKAYESE,009
a set of NLP benchmarks for the Turkish lan-010
guage that contains several NLP tasks. For each011
benchmark, we work on one or more datasets012
and present two or more baselines. Moreover,013
we present four new benchmarking datasets in014
Turkish for language modeling, sentence seg-015
mentation, and spellchecking and correction.016

1 Introduction017

Although some human languages, such as Turkish,018

are not classified as under-resourced languages,019

only a few research communities are working on020

them (Joshi et al., 2020). As a result, they are021

left behind in terms of developing state-of-the-art022

systems due to a lack of organized benchmarks and023

baselines. In this study, we aim to fill this gap for024

the Turkish language with MUKAYESE (Turkish for025

Benchmarking), an extensive set of datasets and026

benchmarks for several Turkish NLP tasks.027

Having a sufficient amount of resources in a lan-028

guage lifts it from the under-resourced class, but029

it does not necessarily stop it from being under-030

researched. We survey several tasks in Turkish031

NLP and observe an absence of organized bench-032

marks and research. We demonstrate how the lack033

of benchmarks affects languages like Turkish and034

how it can keep the state of research lag behind the035

state-of-the-art of NLP. We accomplish this by pre-036

senting state-of-the-art baselines that outperform037

previous work significantly.038

In our work on MUKAYESE, we survey seven039

NLP tasks in the Turkish language, and evaluate040

Figure 1: Word perplexity of different models on the
test set of WikiText-103 language modeling benchmark
dataset1.

available datasets in Turkish for these tasks, and de- 041

scribe the process of creating four new datasets for 042

tasks that do not have public or accessible datasets. 043

Furthermore, we provide at least two baseline mod- 044

els/methods per task besides evaluating existing 045

methods. More details are enlisted in Table 1. 046

Our overall contribution for Turkish NLP can be 047

summarized as the following: (a) Set of seven orga- 048

nized benchmarks for NLP. (b) Four new datasets 049

in Turkish for language modeling, sentence seg- 050

mentation, and spellchecking and correction. (c) 051

Dataset splits for fair benchmarking. (d) Several 052

replicable baselines for each task. (e) Benchmark- 053

ing state-of-the-art methods on Turkish. 054

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We 055

give a background on the importance of benchmark- 056

ing and review similar efforts on NLP in Section 2. 057

We explain the approach we follow for each task in 058

Section 3. We provide dataset statistics, evaluation 059

details, and explain the baselines for each task in 4. 060

2 Benchmarks and NLP 061

Following the research on NLP over the years, it 062

can be observed how datasets and benchmarks are 063

very important in measuring the progress of NLP. 064

For instance, we can observe the progress of 065

1image credits: paperswithcode.com
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TASK DATASETS METRICS BASELINES

LANGUAGE MODELING
- TRNEWS-64
- TRWIKI-67

- BITS-PER-CHAR
- PERPLEXITY

- ADAPT. TRANS.
- SHA-RNN

MACHINE TRANSLATION
- WMT-16
- MUST-C - BLEU

- CONVS2S
- TRANSFORMER
- MBART50

NAMED-ENTITY RECOGNITION
- WIKIANN
- MILLIYET-NER

- CONLL F-MEASURE
- BILSTM-CRF
- BERT
- BERT-CRF

SENTENCE SEGMENTATION - TRSEG-41 - SEGMENT F1-SCORE
- SPACY
- PUNKT
- ERSATZ

SPELLCHECKING & CORRECTION - TRSPELL-10 - F1-SCORE
- ACCURACY

- ZEMBEREK
- HUNSPELL

SUMMARIZATION - MLSUM
- ROUGE-L
- METEOR

- TRANSFORMER
- MBART50
- MT5

TEXT CLASSIFICATION
- OFFENSEVAL
- News-Cat

- F1-SCORE
- METEOR

- BILSTM
- CNN TEXT
- BERT

Table 1: List of the NLP Tasks we work on for the Turkish language in MUKAYESE. We list the datasets, metrics,
and baselines we use for each task. New datasets presented in this paper are marked in bold, and ones for which we
present train/test splits are marked in italic.

language modeling for English by looking at the066

WikiText-103 benchmarking dataset (Merity et al.,067

2017); See Figure 1.068

Likewise, the SQuAD dataset (Rajpurkar et al.,069

2016) can be used to observe the progress of En-070

glish Question Answering, and GLUE (Wang et al.,071

2018), SuperGLUE (Wang et al., 2019) bench-072

marks for English Language Understanding.073

Such progress has been enabled by the existence074

of benchmarks, which allowed for fair and mean-075

ingful comparison, and showed if there is a room076

for improvement. In addition, organized bench-077

marks and datasets allow for the research commu-078

nity to make progress with minimal amount of do-079

main knowledge. This is especially important when080

it comes to languages with less number of speakers.081

This is essential if we want to include other com-082

munities in the development of under-resourced083

and under-researched languages. Since research084

communities are more likely to contribute when085

such organized tasks are presented (Martínez-086

Plumed et al., 2021).087

3 Methodology088

We focus in MUKAYESE on under-researched tasks089

of NLP in the Turkish language. We define the090

required elements for each benchmark as a triplet091

of (Datasets, Evaluation, Baseline).092

After defining the task and assessing its impor- 093

tance, we define its inputs and outputs and con- 094

struct the following three key elements: 095

Datasets are the first element to consider when 096

it comes to a benchmark. We define the minimum 097

requirements of a benchmark dataset as follows: 098

accessible with reasonable size and quality and a 099

shareable format. 100

Unless used in a few-shot setting, benchmarks 101

with small datasets will lack generalizability, and 102

models trained on them might suffer from overfit- 103

ting. On the other hand, training models on huge 104

datasets might be costly and inefficient. 105

Another feature to assess is the quality of the 106

dataset. A manually annotated dataset with a low 107

Interannotator Agreement (IAA) rate is not suitable 108

for benchmarking. Moreover, to build a general- 109

izable benchmark, we need to consider using a 110

dataset representing the general domain, e.g., sen- 111

tence segmentation methods of editorial texts do 112

not work on user-generated content such as social 113

media posts as we show in Subsection 4.4. 114

Evaluation is the second element of bench- 115

marks. We need to define one or more metrics 116

to evaluate and compare methodologies. We have 117

to answer the following questions before deciding 118
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on one metric or more for a benchmark: (a) Is what119

this metric measures what our task aims to do? (b)120

How well does it correlate with human judgment?121

(c) Are there any issues to consider in these met-122

rics? (Using accuracy to measure performance on123

an unbalanced set does not give a representative124

idea of model performance).125

Baselines are the final element of benchmarking.126

In order to build a good performance representation127

of different methodologies, it is better to diversify128

our baselines as much as possible. For instance,129

we can compare pretrained vs. non-pretrained ap-130

proaches, rule-based systems vs. trained systems,131

or unsupervised vs. supervised models.132

4 Tasks133

We provide benchmarks in form of (dataset, evalu-134

ation, baseline) triplets for each the following NLP135

tasks.136

4.1 Language Modeling137

Language modeling is a generative process, which138

focuses on modeling the probability P (X) of a text139

sequence of n tokens, where X = (x1, x2, ..., xn),140

and P (X) =
∏n

i=1 P (xi|x<i). This type of lan-141

guage modeling is known as Auto-regressive (AR)142

or causal language modeling. The main objective143

of the model is to learn to estimate the probability144

of a given text sequence or a corpus. In our work,145

we focus on neural approaches for this task (Bengio146

et al., 2003), where we present two new benchmark-147

ing datasets for AR language modeling, and report148

the results of two different baseline models.149

Datasets We present two different datasets for150

AR modeling, namely TRNEWS-64 and TRWIKI-151

67, along with their train/validation/test splits (See152

Table 2). These datasets are presented in a similar153

fashion to enwik8 (Hutter, 2006) and WikiText154

(Merity et al., 2017) English datasets.155

TRWIKI-67 is a language modeling dataset156

that contains 67 million words of raw Turkish157

Wikipedia articles. We extracted this dataset from158

a recent Turkish Wikipedia dump2 using WikiEx-159

tractor (Attardi, 2015). Additionally, further pre-160

processing was applied to get rid of the redundant161

text. Only the articles’ raw text and titles were162

kept and presented in their cased format (with no163

2https://dumps.wikimedia.org/trwiki/20210720/: accessed
on 20 July 2021.

#articles #words #tokens avg.sent

TRWIKI-67
Training 374K 63.5M 4M 12.8
Validation 10K 1.7M 4M 13.3
Test 10K 1.7M 139M 12.9

Total 394K 67M 147M 12.8

TRNEWS-64
Training 140K 59.7M 421M 23
Validation 5K 2.1M 15M 22.8
Test 5K 2.1M 15M 22.9

Total 150K 64M 450M 23

Table 2: Statistics about TRWIKI-67 and TRNEWS-64
dataset splits. The column Avg. sents refers to the
mean average number of sentences per article. Tokens
are characters for TRNEWS-64 and sentencepiece for
TRWIKI-67.

upper/lower case transformations). For the tok- 164

enization process, we train a sentencepiece uni- 165

gram model (Kudo, 2018) with a vocabulary size 166

of 32K, only using the training split of the dataset. 167

Although we advise using the tokenized version 168

of this dataset to encourage reproducibility, we 169

provide a raw version of this dataset that can be uti- 170

lized as a benchmark for language modeling tasks 171

on character, subword, or word level. 172

TRNEWS-64 is a character language model- 173

ing dataset that contain 64 million words of news 174

columns and articles that was retrieved from TS 175

Timeline Corpus (Sezer, 2017). It can be utilized 176

as a benchmark for modeling long-range dependen- 177

cies in the Turkish language, as it contains rela- 178

tively long documents (See Table 2). This dataset 179

consists of a mix of news articles collected from 180

different journals about various domains and topics. 181

Since trnews-64 is intended for language model- 182

ing on character level, articles were lightly pre- 183

processed, and no further tokenization was applied. 184

Evaluation Language models are trained on 185

minimizing the negative log-likelihood (NLL) of 186

the training set, and their performance is measured 187

based on how well they can generalize on the test 188

set: 189

NLL(Xtest) = − 1

n

n∑
i=1

log pθ(xi|xtest< i) (1) 190

191Word or sub-word level language models are 192

evaluated using the word perplexity (PPL) metric, 193

a derivative of NLL. On the other hand, character 194

language models are evaluated using entropy-based 195

Bits-per-character (BPC) metric, which is also an- 196
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other derivative of NLL (Huyen, 2019). We con-197

sider PPL for the evaluation of models on TRWIKI-198

67, and BPC for TRNEWS-64. Note that lower is199

better for both metrics.200

We note that PPL needs to be computed with201

the same count of tokens, otherwise it needs to be202

normalized in case different tokenization methods203

are preferred. If not normalized, the metrics would204

not be comparable (Shoeybi et al., 2019).205

TRWIKI-67 TRNEWS-64

#PARAM PPL #PARAM BPC

ADAP.TRANS 92M 14.64 38M 1.024
SHA-RNN 87M 12.54 53M 0.938

Table 3: Results of language modeling baseline models,
with their no of parameters. Perplexity (PPL) is reported
for TRWIKI-67, and Bits-per-char (BPC) for TRNEWS-
64, on their test sets.

Baselines We consider two baseline mod-206

els of different families. The first one is Sin-207

gle Headed Attention - RNN (SHA-RNN) (Mer-208

ity, 2019), which is a Recurrent Neural Network-209

based language model, and the second is Adap-210

tive Transformer (ADAP.TRANS) (Sukhbaatar et al.,211

2019), which is based on Transformer architecture212

(Vaswani et al., 2017). In Table 3, we provide the213

results of these models, which we train separately214

on TRWIKI-67 and TRNEWS-64 datasets. It is no-215

table that unlike the case for the English language216

(Merity, 2019), SHA-RNN performed better than217

Adaptive Transformer for both of the presented218

Turkish datasets.219

4.2 Machine Translation220

Machine translation is the problem of translating a221

piece of text from one language to another. Over222

the years, neural machine translation models have223

become dominant, especially in low resource set-224

tings, benefiting from transfer learning (Zoph et al.,225

2016). In this work, we focus on evaluating neural226

machine translation models for translation between227

English and Turkish languages. We provide the228

results of three different baselines on two datasets.229

Datasets The first dataset we evaluate is the230

Turkish-English subset of WMT16. This dataset231

was presented at the first Conference of Machine232

Translation (WMT)3, it consists of manually trans-233

lated Turkish-English sentence pairs. The second234

3http://www.statmt.org/wmt16/

one is the Turkish-English subset of Multilingual 235

Speech Translation Corpus (MUST-C) (Di Gangi 236

et al., 2019). This corpus was extracted from 237

movies and TV shows subtitles. We present the 238

statistics of both datasets in Table 4. 239

#Sentences #Words

Turkish
MUST-C 236K / 1.3K / 2K 3.4M / 19K / 33K
WMT-16 205K / 1K / 3K 3.6M / 14K / 44K

English
MUST-C 236K / 1K/ 2K 4.6M / 26K / 45K
WMT-16 205K / 1K / 3K 4.4M / 19K / 58K

Table 4: Results of machine translation baselines. Each
cell represents the (Train / Validation / Test) values of
the datasets in the corresponding row. WMT-16 and
MUST-C refer to Turkish-English subsets.

Evaluation We evaluate our models on the 240

relevant test sets for translation in both directions. 241

We utilize BLEU Score (Papineni et al., 2002) for 242

the assessment of translation quality. 243

WMT-16 MUST-C
← → ← →

from scratch
CONVS2S (180M) 13.22 12.78 21.79 13.3
TRANS. (58M) 17.29 15.72 27.01 15.52

pre-trained
MBART50 (680M) 24.17 18.54 32.97 19.61

Table 5: BLEU scores of machine translation baselines.
Results are provided for translations in both directions
(En↔Tr).

Baselines In this task, we train three dif- 244

ferent models. First, we train a TRANSFORMER 245

(Vaswani et al., 2017) with the same settings for 246

the encoder and the decoder parts. Where we use 247

6 layers, with 4 attention heads each, and hidden 248

size of 512. Second, we utilize the Convolutional 249

sequence-to-sequence CONVS2S model (Gehring 250

et al., 2017) following the same settings. The last 251

model is mBART 50 (Tang et al., 2020), a multilin- 252

gual model pre-trained on 50 different languages, 253

which we fine-tune for each dataset separately. 254

In Table 5 we present BLEU score of the models 255

on each translation dataset in both directions. The 256

benefit of pre-training can be seen in the case of 257

MBART50, where it outperforms the counterparts 258

that we train from scratch. 259
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4.3 Named-Entity Recognition (NER)260

We include the Named-Entity Recognition (NER)261

task in our set of benchmarks, as it has an essen-262

tial role in NLP applications. In this task, words263

representing named-entities are detected in the text264

input and assigned one of the predefined named-265

entity classes such as Person or Location (Chinchor266

and Robinson, 1998). We benchmark three differ-267

ent models on two NER datasets for Turkish and268

compare our work with previous work.269

Datasets The first dataset we use is MILLIYET-270

NER (Tür et al., 2003), which is a set of manually,271

annotated news articles from the Turkish Milliyet272

news resource4. The second is the Turkish subset273

of the semi-automatically annotated Cross-lingual274

NER dataset WIKIANN or (PAN-X) (Pan et al.,275

2017), which consists of Turkish Wikipedia articles.276

Both datasets have three entity classes as shown in277

Table 6.278

Training Validation Test

WIKIANN
Location 9679 5014 4914
Organization 7970 4129 4154
Person 8833 4374 4519

Total words 149786 75930 75731

MILLIYET-NER
Location 8821 942 1126
Organization 8316 842 873
Person 13290 1400 1603

Total words 419996 45532 49595

Table 6: Distribution of Named entities over classes in
MILLIYET-NER and WIKIANN datasets.

Evaluation NER systems are evaluated based279

on their capability of finding named entities with280

their correct boundaries and classes. Following281

previous work on Turkish NER (Yeniterzi, 2011;282

Şeker and Eryiğit, 2012), we report the CoNLL F-283

measure metric (Tjong Kim Sang, 2002) to assess284

our NER baselines.285

Baselines We train three different baseline286

models for this task. One with no pre-trained em-287

beddings, which utilizes bi-directional Long Short288

Term Memory with Conditional Random Fields289

(BILSTM-CRF) (Panchendrarajan and Amaresan,290

2018). The remaining two models employ pre-291

trained representations from BERT (Devlin et al.,292

4https://www.milliyet.com.tr/

MILLIYET WIKIANN

(Yeniterzi, 2011) 91.56 -
(Şeker and Eryiğit, 2012) 91.94 -
(Güngör et al., 2018) 93.37 -

BILSTM-CRF 95.54 93.8
BERTURK 95.31 92.82
BERTURK-CRF 96.48 93.07

Table 7: Evaluation results (CoNLL F-measure) of NER
models on test sets.

2019). In one of the models, we investigate the ben- 293

efit of adding a CRF layer on top of BERT. As for 294

the pre-trained BERT model, we use BERTURK 295

base, which is pre-trained on a large Turkish corpus 296

(Schweter, 2020). 297

In Table 7, we provide the evaluation results 298

(CoNLL F-measure) for the three baselines on both 299

datasets’ test sets. Additionally, we compare our 300

results with previous work of (Yeniterzi, 2011; 301

Şeker and Eryiğit, 2012; Güngör et al., 2018) on 302

MILLIYET-NER dataset. 303

4.4 Sentence Segmentation 304

Sentence segmentation is the task of detecting sen- 305

tence boundaries in a given article. Despite its 306

fundamental place in the NLP pipelines, sentence 307

segmentation attracts little interest. Common ap- 308

proaches are rule-based systems that rely on cues 309

such as punctuation marks and capital letters (Ju- 310

rafsky and Martin, 2018). 311

Datasets We present TRSEG-41, a new sen- 312

tence segmentation dataset for Turkish. This 313

dataset consists of 300 scientific abstracts from 314

(Özturk et al., 2014), 300 curated news articles 315

from TRNEWS-64, and a set of 10K tweets. For 316

the scientific abstracts, our sampling rationale is to 317

maximize the number of abbreviations that reduce 318

the accuracy of the rule-based approaches. As for 319

the news set, we maximize the length of documents 320

and the number of proper name. In the Twitter 321

dataset, we balance the number of multi/single sen- 322

tence tweets, and preprocess the tweets by replac- 323

ing all URLs with http://some.url, and all 324

user mentions with @user. 325

We manually annotate the sentence boundaries 326

of these articles and present two dataset splits, one 327

for training and development and one for testing 328

and benchmarking. The statistics of the splits can 329

be found in Table 8. 330

Applying sentence segmentation to user- 331

generated content such as social media posts or 332
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#Articles #Sentences #Words

News 300 6K 102K
Tweets 10K 28K 242K
Abstracts 300 6K 112K

Total 10.6K 40K 456K

Table 8: Statistics of TRSEG-41 dataset.

comments can be quite challenging. To simulate333

such difficult cases and expose the weaknesses of334

rule-based methods, we create another version of335

TRSEG-41 where we artificially corrupt the bound-336

aries of sentences. This is done by randomly con-337

verting them to lowercase or uppercase with 50%338

probability, or by removing all punctuation marks339

with 50% probability.340

Evaluation Our evaluation procedure is based341

on the metrics F1 score, Precision, Recall for each342

segment. Unlike (Wicks and Post, 2021), we eval-343

uate our models with the entire test set, without344

removing sentences with ambiguous boundaries.345

Furthermore, in order to highlight the gap in per-346

formance, we cross-evaluate our systems on the347

original and corrupted set.348

F1-SCORE PRECISION RECALL

SPACY 0.74 / 0.37 0.76 / 0.48 0.72 / 0.30

Training(Original)
ERSATZ 0.89 / 0.40 0.98 / 0.51 0.81 / 0.33
PUNKT 0.87 / 0.39 0.88 / 0.52 0.86 / 0.32

Training(Corrupted)
ERSATZ 0.88 / 0.40 0.97 / 0.51 0.81 / 0.33
PUNKT 0.85 / 0.39 0.86 / 0.50 0.84 / 0.31

Table 9: Results of sentence segmentation baselines.
Metrics are reported for both corrupted and clean ver-
sions of the test set in the ORIGINAL / CORRUPTED
format.

Baselines For this task, we employ three meth-349

ods as baseline models. ERSATZ, a context-based350

approach that relies on supervised training (Wicks351

and Post, 2021), the unsupervised PUNKT tokenizer352

(Kiss and Strunk, 2006), and SPACY Sentencizer353

tool (Montani et al., 2021). While ERSATZ utilizes354

Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) architecture,355

spaCy Sentencizer is a rule-based sentence bound-356

ary detector, whereas Punkt Tokenizer relies on an357

unsupervised training approach.358

We experiment with these models on four differ-359

ent training and testing set combinations, where we360

train using the original and corrupted training sets361

separately and test on both test sets. Results are 362

presented in Table 9.In all settings, SPACY SEN- 363

TENCIZER is outperformed by its trained counter- 364

parts. Among the baselines, ERSATZ performed 365

the best. Our experiments show that deep learning 366

models are more robust to corruption in the data. 367

4.5 Spellchecking and Correction 368

Spellcheckers are among the most widely used 369

NLP tools. The basic task is to check for mis- 370

spellings in an input and suggest a set of correc- 371

tions. Different methods can be employed for error 372

correction, such as looking up words that minimize 373

the edit distance from a dictionary or utilizing prob- 374

abilistic models with N-grams to suggest the most 375

likely correct word based on the context (Jurafsky 376

and Martin, 2018). In this work, we focus on con- 377

textless (single word) spellchecking and correction. 378

We present a new benchmarking dataset for this 379

type of spellcheckers and an efficient dictionary for 380

Turkish. 381

Datasets We present TRSPELL-10, a dataset 382

of 10K words, for benchmarking spellchecking and 383

correction. The dataset consists of tuples of input 384

and correct (gold) words. 385

To create this dataset, we randomly sample 386

8500 Turkish words from the TS Corpus Word 387

List (Sezer, 2013, 2017). We create artificial mis- 388

spellings by applying random insertions, deletions, 389

and substitutions on 65% of the words, where we 390

apply at most two operations on the same word. 391

The remaining 35% of the words are unchanged. 392

Moreover, we add 1K random foreign words, and 393

500 randomly generated word-like character se- 394

quences. 395

As a quality check of these artificial misspellings, 396

given a list of corrupted words, we ask our anno- 397

tators to provide us a list of suggestions up to 10 398

suggestions per word. Their suggestion lists had 399

the gold output 91% of the time. 400

Evaluation We evaluate spellcheckers’ ability 401

to detect misspellings using the macro-averaged 402

F1-Score metric. Additionally, we evaluate their 403

spell correction accuracy (SCA) based on the sug- 404

gestions provided for misspelled words. 405

Baselines We take advantage of the agglutina- 406

tive nature of the Turkish language by developing 407

a Hunspell-based (Trón et al., 2005) dictionary for 408

Turkish. Using a list of 4M words we filter from 409
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SCA F1

HUNSPELL-TR (Zafer, 2017) 48.31 97.45
ZEMBEREK (Akın and Akın, 2007) 62.69 93.99

OUR HUNSPELL 55.64 98.16

Table 10: Spell correction accuracy (SCA) and macro-
averaged F1 scores of spellchecking methods on
TRSPELL-10.

Web crawls and Turkish corpora, we optimize the410

splits that minimize the size of the root dictionary411

and the affix list.412

We compare this dictionary to hunspell-tr (Zafer,413

2017), another Hunspell-based Turkish dictionary,414

and to Zemberek spellchecker (Akın and Akın,415

2007), which is designed based on morphologi-416

cal features of the Turkish language. As shown in417

Table 10, our dictionary surpasses other baselines418

in terms of error detection. However, Zemberek’s419

correction accuracy is higher compared to the Hun-420

spell based methods.421

4.6 Summarization422

Abstractive text summarization is the task of gen-423

erating a short description (summary) of an article424

(longer text). Formally, given a sequence of to-425

kens (input article) X = (x1, x2, ..., xn) and its426

summary Y = (y1, y2, ..., ym), the main task is427

to model the conditional probability: P (Y |X) =428 ∏m
i=1 P (yi|y<i, X).429

For this task, we work on the Multi-lingual Sum-430

marization (MLSUM) dataset (Scialom et al., 2020)431

and present state-of-the-art summarization results432

for Turkish.433

Datasets MLSUM is a multi-lingual dataset for434

abstractive summarization. This dataset consists435

of a large set of crawled news articles with their436

abstracts in multiple languages. We focus on the437

Turkish subset of MLSUM.438

Original Cleaned

Avg. article length 259.1 258.4
Avg. summary length 18.5 18.3

Splits
Training 249277 246490
Validation 11565 10852
Test 12775 11897

Total 273617 269239

Table 11: Statistics of the Turkish subset of MLSUM.

We found 4378 duplicated instances and 12 over-439

lapping instances among the splits while assessing440

the dataset’s quality. We remove these instances 441

from the dataset for a more accurate evaluation 442

and evaluate our models on both the original and 443

the cleaned sets. In Table 11, we provide some 444

statistics about both sets, before and after the dedu- 445

plication. 446

Evaluation To assess the quality of the gener- 447

ated summaries, we use the N-gram co-occurrence- 448

based ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004) and METEOR (Baner- 449

jee and Lavie, 2005) metrics. We report two differ- 450

ent results for each model, one on the original test 451

set and another on the cleaned set. 452

ROUGE-L METEOR

(Scialom et al., 2020) 32.90/ – 26.30/ –

TRBART (120M) 35.54/35.08 26.47/25.81
MBART50 (680M) 39.21/38.47 30.84/30.36
MT5-BASE (220M) 39.92/38.76 31.72/31.47

Table 12: Evaluation of different models on MLSUM
test set along with their no of parameters. Metrics are
calculated for both (Original/Cleaned) test sets.

Baselines As a baseline model for summariza- 453

tion, we present TRBART, a Seq2Seq Transformer 454

(Vaswani et al., 2017) trained following the config- 455

uration of BART Base (Lewis et al., 2020), which 456

is a state-of-the-art model for abstractive summa- 457

rization in English. 458

Moreover, we fine-tune two different pre-trained 459

models. The first model is Multilingual BART 460

(MBART50) (Tang et al., 2020), which is pre- 461

trained on data from 50 different languages. The 462

second model is Multilingual Text to Text Trans- 463

former (MT5-BASE) (Xue et al., 2021). As shown 464

in Table 12, all models performs better than the best 465

proposed baseline model (Scialom et al., 2020), 466

which follows UniLM architecture (Dong et al., 467

2019). 468

4.7 Text Classification 469

Text classification can be utilized in several applica- 470

tions such sentiment analysis or topic identification. 471

In this task we take a sequence of text as an input, 472

and output a probability distribution over arbitrary 473

number of classes. In our work on Turkish we 474

benchmark three models on two datasets from dif- 475

ferent domains. 476

Datasets We work on the news categoriza- 477

tion (NEWS-CAT) dataset (Amasyalı and Yıldırım, 478

2004). In this dataset, news articles are labeled 479

7



with one of the following five categories health,480

sports, economy, politics, magazine. There is no481

splits provided in the original work for NEW-CAT482

dataset. Hence we construct our own splits.483

OFFENSEVAL NEWS-CAT

Avg. article length 8.5 227.3
#Classes 2 5

Splits
Training 28000 750
Validation 32777 150
Test 3515 250

Total 64292 1150

Table 13: Statistics of NEWS-CAT and OFFENSEVAL
dataset splits.

The second dataset is the corpus of Of-484

fensive Speech Identification in Social media485

(OFFENSEVAL) (Çöltekin, 2020). This dataset486

was collected from Twitter, where the tweets are487

annotated for offensive speech with offensive, or488

non-offensive labels. We choose these datasets for489

benchmarking since they vary in domain, average490

article length.491

Evaluation We evaluate our baseline models492

using the F1 score. We use the macro averaged vari-493

ant to account for the imbalance in classes within494

the datasets.495

OFFENSEVAL NEWS-CAT Avg.

BILSTM 0.747 0.808 0.777
CNN-TEXT 0.751 0.883 0.817
BERTURK 0.823 0.944 0.883

Table 14: Evaluation results (macro averaged F1-Score)
of our baseline models for text classification task. The
last column represent the average F1-scores of each
model.

Baselines We measure the performance of496

three deep learning models—one with pre-training497

and two with none. The pre-trained model is498

the BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) based Turkish pre-499

trained (BERTURK) model (Schweter, 2020). The500

remaining two models employ randomly initial-501

ized embeddings of size 256. In one of them we502

use two layers of Bidirectional LSTM (BILSTM)503

(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) with a hidden504

size of 256. In the other model (CNN-TEXT), we505

use Convolutional Neural Networks for Sentence506

Classification (Kim, 2014) with 32 filters instead507

of 2.508

Looking at F1 scores of the models In Table 509

14, we can observe the clear advantage of the 510

pre-trained BERTURK model over BILSTM and 511

CNN-TEXT. 512

5 Conclusion 513

We believe that while some human languages such 514

as Turkish do not fall under the definition of under- 515

resourced languages, they are shown little interest 516

as a result of the lack of organized benchmarks and 517

baselines. To address this problem, we presented 518

MUKAYESE, a comprehensive set of benchmarks 519

along with corresponding baselines for seven dif- 520

ferent tasks: Language Modeling, Machine Trans- 521

lation, Named Entity Recognition, Sentence Seg- 522

mentation, Spell Checking and Correction, Sum- 523

marization, and Text Classification, as well as four 524

new benchmarking datasets in Turkish for Lan- 525

guage Modeling, Sentence Segmentation, and Spell 526

Checking and Correction. For future work, the 527

same methodology can be followed to include more 528

NLP tasks such as Dependency Parsing, Morpho- 529

logical Analysis and other tasks. 530

We hope that MUKAYESE sets an example and 531

leads to an increase in efforts on under-researched 532

languages. 533
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